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We discuss Weyl quantisation for operators with holomorphic symbols in the
Bargmann representation. As an application we extend to this class of operators the
semiclassical analysis of perturbation theory as introduced by Degli Esposti et al.
(Ann. Phys. 209 (1991), 364392).  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The Bargmann representation of canonical commutation relations in the
Hilbert space of holomorphic functions F2(C
d) was introduced in a
mathematically rigorous version in Bargmann [2]. Since then it has been
used extensively for the study of symbolic (pseudodifferential) calculus for
operators with holomorphic symbols, see Berezin and Shubin [4], Folland
[10] and the references quoted there. In particular the Wick and anti-Wick
quantisation procedures were studied; here in this context a quantisation
(or a quantisation procedure) is taken to mean the same as a symbolic
calculus. In [7] a symmetric or Weyl calculus in the Bargmann representa-
tion was introduced. That quantisation, a unitary image of the usual Weyl
quantisations in L2(Rd), sits between the Wick and anti-Wick quantisation
in much the same way as the Weyl quantisation in L2(Rd) sits between the
qp- and pq-quantisations (cf. [4]).
In the present paper we use Weyl quantisation in the Bargmann
representation to obtain some semiclassical estimates, that is estimates
uniform in the Planck constant . The passage to the Bargmann represen-
tation corresponds to the passage from the position and momentum
operators to the annihilation and creation operators (or, classically, to
complex canonical coordinates) and greatly simplifies the calculations. On
the algebraic level this simplicity was used in [7]. We provide here the
analytic estimates needed to extend the analysis of [7] from polynomials
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to a class of holomorphic functions with a growth condition at infinity (cf.
Theorem 1 below). We show that the operator f defined as the Weyl quan-
tisation of f from an appropriate class of holomorphic symbols has a con-
venient invariant domain in F2(C
d) (Lemma 1). Considering the classical
limit, we show that f restricted to a fixed energy range has norm which may
be estimated independently of  (Proposition 1) and we give convergent
expansions in powers of  of the commutator (i)[ f , g^] and of the
diagonal matrix elements ( f e& , e&), where e& are the eigenelements of the
harmonic oscillator hamiltonian (Propositions 2 and 3). Of course, by a
unitary transformation the results proved here hold for operators in
L2(Rd). In an interesting recent paper Coburn [6] obtained estimates
uniform in  for the composition and the commutator of Teoplitz operators
in F2(C
d). Since his paper deals with bounded symbols and operators,
there is no overlap with our results here.
The Weyl calculus in F2(C
d) was introduced in [7] in order to give a
‘‘quantisation’’ of the classical Lie algorithm of Hamiltonian canonical
perturbation theory. Let h0(q, p)= 12 | p|
2+ 12 
d
j=1 |
2
j q
2
j be the classical
hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator and suppose v(q, p) is an analytic
function on R2d. The Birkhoff normal form (or the Birkhoff series) for the
quasi-integrable (perturbed) hamiltonian h=(q, p)=h0(q, p)+=v is the sum
n=0 =
nkn(A) where for each N # N there exists a (formal) canonical trans-
formation of the variables (q, p) into the variables (A, .) putting the per-
turbed hamiltonian into the form Nn=0 =
nkn(A)+RN , where the remainder
RN is of order o(=N) (see Section 2). Apart from the rare cases when the
perturbed system is integrable the Birkhoff series is divergent, it is used
nevertheless as a good approximation of the (non-existent) normal form of
h=(q, p) in its (non-existent) action-angle variables. Recall that the calcula-
tion of the Birkhoff series for quasi-integrable systems can be performed
using either the von ZeipelPoincare algorithm or the direct Lie algorithm
(cf. [19, 5]; the Lie algorithm is recalled in Section 2; the equivalence of
the two algorithms was established in [17]). As is well known, the WKB
Ansatz in quantum mechanics reduces the Schro dinger equation to a
HamiltonJacobi equation with quantum corrections. This fact allowed
Graffi and Paul [13] to implement rigorously the von ZeipelPoincare
algorithm in quantum mechanics and to establish that for the perturba-
tions of a non-resonant harmonic oscillator the RayleighSchro dinger per-
turbation series converges pointwise to the Birkhoff series as the Planck
constant  tends to zero (the same approach was used for a different model
Hamiltonian in [15, 22]). Non-resonance here means that the frequencies
| are non-commensurate and satisfy the diophantine condition (30) below;
the resonant harmonic oscillator presents a major challenge and the exist-
ence theorems for perturbation theory to all orders are not trivial (cf.
[21]). It should be noted, however, that the WKB Ansatz allows one to
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calculate the perturbations of eigenvalues only. In order to calculate the
semiclassical limit for perturbation of operators, [7] found a different
formal Ansatz, amounting to a ‘‘quantisation’’ of the Lie algorithm in the
Bargmann representation. Using the semi-classical estimates derived in
Section 1 we are able to improve the results of [7] by including in the
following theorem more general perturbations v. We say that a function f
on Rn is in the class K\(Rn), \>0, if it extends to an entire function
of finite order \ on Cn, that is if it satisfies there the estimate (10). We use
the notation (&+ 12)=(&1+
1
2 , ..., &d+
1
2) for & # N
d, |||=dj=1 ||j | and
|&=dj=1 |j &j .
Theorem 1. Suppose v # K\(R2d) with 0<\<1, and let V=v^, H=()=
H0()+=V, where H0()=&(22) 2+ 12 
d
j=1 |
2
j x
2
j is the Schro dinger
operator for the harmonic oscillator with diophantine frequencies |. Then the
RayleighSchro dinger series n=0 =
nEn(&, ) for the perturbed eigenvalue
E0(&, )=|(&+ 12) of H0() exists and for each n # N has the form
En(&, )=(knq@e& , e&), kqn= :

j=0
2jk (2j)n ,
where the series is convergent in K\$(Rd) for each \$>\ and for each , k (2j)n
are defined inductively by (37), (38) and (39) below. This equality can also
be expressed as
En(&, )=kn(A)+ :

j=1
2j :
:, r: 2r+|:|=2j
(D(:)k (2r)n, 0 )(A), (1)
where A=(&+ 12), k
(2j)
n, 0=M0k
(2j)
n , kn=M0 k
(0)
n is the nth term of the
Birkhoff series for h0+=v, D(:) is a differential operator defined in (17), and
M0 is the operator of taking the mean with respect to the angles defined in
(18). The right-hand side of (1) is convergent in K\"(Rd) for each \"> 12\
and for each .
The formula (1) shows that each term En(&, ) of the (divergent)
RayleighSchro dinger series is equal to the corresponding term kn((&+ 12))
of the classical Birkhoff series plus a convergent power series of quantum
corrections. It is interesting (and not noted in [13, 7]) that if the classical
functions are calculated at A=(&+ 12), then only the even quantum
corrections appear. This theorem is also an improvement of the results of
[13], who cover the case \<1(d+1).
Earlier non-rigorous results in this direction were obtained in Eckhard [8]
and Ali [1]. In a non-commutative geometrical setting analogous problems
are discussed in Bellissard and Vittot [3], who treat bounded potentials.
The approach of [7] was used in [16, 20] to obtain Nekhoroshev type
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estimates. Gompa [11, 12] discusses other uses of the normal form
approach in Quantum Mechanics.
In Section 1 we prove the semiclassical estimates, in Section 2 we apply
them to obtain Theorem 1.
1. WEYL CALCULUS IN THE BARGMANN REPRESENTATION
We obtain a representation of the canonical commutation rules
1

[Ai , A-j ]=$ij ,
1

[Ai , Aj]=
1

[A-i , A
-
j ]=0, (2)
for creation and annihilation operators A-j , Aj , j=1, ..., d, in the Bargmann
space F2(C
d)=[ f : Cd  C, f entire, & f &<] with
& f &2=(?)
&d |
Cd
| f (z)| 2 exp(&zz ) dz dz ,
where dz dz is the Lebesgue measure on Cd and zz =dj=1 zj z j , by setting
Aj=(zj), A-j =zj , the multiplication and differentiation operators
in F2(C
d) (see [2, 10]). This representation is unitarily equivalent to
the usual solution of (2) given by aj=(1- 2|j)(|jq^j+ip^j), a-j =(1- 2|j)
(|jq^j&ip^j), where q^j=xj , p^j=(i)(xj), j=1, ..., d, are the multiplica-
tion and differentiation operators in L2(Rd), | # Rd+. Indeed, the unitary
map U : L
2(Rd)  F2(C
d) defined as
(U f )(z)=|
Rd
B(z, x) f (x) dx,
(U&1 F)(x)=|
Cd
B(z , x) F(z) exp(&zz ) dz dz ,
for f # L2(Rd), F # F2(C
d), with
B(z, x)=\|1 } } } |d?dd +
14
exp \ 12 :
d
j=1
(2 - 2|j zjxj&|jx2j &z2j )+ ,
satisfies the equations
U \&
2
2
2+
1
2
:
d
j=1
|2j x
2
j + U&1 = :
d
j=1
|jzj

zj
+
1
2
 |||, (3)
U aj U&1 =Aj , U a
-
j U
&1
 =A
-
j .
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The unitary U is called the SegalBargmann transform (see Hall [14]
for recent generalisations). The operators Aj , A-j are adjoint to each
other and have the same domain (see [10]). The equation (3) shows that
the harmonic oscillator operator H0() with frequencies | has a par-
ticularly simple form in F2(C
d), with some abuse of notation we will
denote U H0() U&1 by H0(). Its normalized eigenfunctions are just
e&(z)=( |&|&!)&12 z&, where & is a multiindex, & # Nd, & !=>dj=1 &j !,
z&=z&11 } } } z
&d
d (we assume that 0 # N). We have H0() e&=E0(&, ) e& ,
E0(&, )=|(&+ 12).
The unitary map U is the quantum analogue of the canonical coordinate
transformation C1: (q, p)  (’, ‘), given by
’j=
1
- 2|j
(|j qj&ipj), ‘j=
1
- 2|j
(|j qj+ipj). (4)
This transformation maps R2d with the symplectic form dp 7 dq=
dj=1 dpj 7 dqj onto 4=[(’, ‘) # C
2d, ’=‘ ] with the symplectic form
id‘ 7 d’=i dj=1 d‘j 7 d’j . In complex coordinates the Poisson bracket
becomes [ f , g]=i dj=1 ((f’j)(g‘j)&(g’j)(f‘j)). The classical
harmonic oscillator h0(q, p)= 12 
d
j=1 ( p
2
j +|
2
j q
2
j ) is thereby brought into
the simple form h0(’, ‘)=dj=1 |j’j ‘j , abbreviated to |’‘. To obtain the
usual action-angle variables for the harmonic oscillator one has to compose
the canonical transformation (4) with a further canonical transformation
C2 : 4  Rd+_T
d, defined by
Aj=’j‘j , .j=arg ’j ,
(5)
’j=A12j exp(i.j), ‘j=A
12
j exp(&i.j).
C2C1 brings h0 into the form h0(A)=dj=1 |jAj=|A. Thus one can say
that a function on 4 depends only on the action coordinates if it is a
function of ’1 ‘1 , ..., ’d‘d .
The parallel definitions of a-j , aj in terms of q^j , p^j and of ’, ‘ in terms
of qj , pj suggest that we should seek a quantisation procedure in complex
coordinates satisfying ’^j=A-j , ‘ j=Aj . We want to assign an operator f to
a function f defined on C 2d or on 4 (it is shown in [10] that entire func-
tions on C 2d are determined by their values on 4). We do it first just for
polynomials in ’, ‘. The Wick and anti-Wick quantisations are obtained
when we set
(’:‘;)7W=(A-): A;
and
(’:‘;)7AW=A;(A-):,
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respectively, with A:=A:11 } } } A
:2
2 etc. (see [10]). We shall reserve the nota-
tion f for the Weyl quantisation (in both the real and complex variables).
In L2(Rd) the Weyl quantisation is defined [4] by
(q:p;)7=6S(q^:p^;), (6)
where the symmetric product 6S(A:B;) for two d-tuples of commuting
operators A=(A1 , ..., Ad), B=(B1 , ..., Bd) is the coefficient of ( :+;: ) t
:s; of
the polynomial (tA+sB):+;, s, t # Rd. In F2(C
d) the Weyl quantisation is
defined by f =U(( f b C1)7) U&1 . This is equivalent to using the symmetric
product formula (6) directly in F2(C
d) (see [7]), with ’, ‘ replacing q, p.
One can show (see [4, 7]) that the Weyl and Wick quantisations are
related by
f = :
# # Nd
2&|#| |#|
1
# !
(D#, #f )7W , (7)
where we use the abbreviation D:, ;=D:’D
;
‘ . Thus in particular h 0=H0().
The operator f acts on a polynomial F according to the integral formula
f F(z)=(?)&d |
Cd
f (z+ 12 w, w ) F(w+z) exp(&ww ) dw dw , (8)
or equivalently
f F(z)=(?)&d |
Cd
f \w+z2 , w + F(w) exp(zw ) exp(&ww ) dw dw .
This last formula exhibits the Weyl quantisation as sitting between the
Wick and anti-Wick quantisations (see analogous integral formulae in [10,
4]). In order to prove (8) we first note that because of the multiplicative
structure of this formula it is enough to consider the one-dimensional case.
By linearity we may treat just f (’, ‘)=’:‘;, :, ; # N. We begin with the
reproducing kernel for the Bargmann representation exp(zw ), for which
the following formula holds:
F(z)=(?)&d |
Cd
F(w) exp(zw ) exp(&ww ) dw dw ,
or, more usefully for our purposes,
F(z)=(?)&d |
Cd
F(w+z) exp(&ww ) dw dw , (9)
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for each element F of F2(C
d) (see [10]). We use (7) and (9) to calculate
f F(z). We find, using analyticity and integrating twice by parts (first with
the derivative w, then with w ), that
f F(z)= :
min(:, ;)
j=0 \

2+
j 1
j !
: !
(:& j)!
;!
(;& j)!
’^:& j‘ ;& jF(z)
= :
min(:, ;)
j=0 \

2+
j
\:j +
; !
(;& j)!
(?)&d |
Cd
z:& j;& j
_
;& jF
w;& j
(w+z) exp(&ww ) dw dw
= :
min(:, ;)
j=0 \

2+
j
\:j +
; !
(;& j)!
(?)&d |
Cd
z:& jw ;& j
_F(w+z) exp(&ww ) dw dw
= :
:
j=0 \

2+
j
\:j+ (?)&d |Cd z:& j
 j(w ;)
w j
F(w+z) exp(&ww ) dw dw
= :
:
j=0 \
1
2+
j
\:j+ (?)&d |Cd z:& jw jw ;F(w+z) exp(&ww ) dw dw .
For a polynomial F these calculations are valid, because the integrals
converge. Observe now that
:
:
j=0 \
1
2+
j
\:j+ z:& jw jw ;=(z+ 12w): w ;= f (z+ 12w, w )
for f (’, ‘)=’:‘;. The integral formula (8) is proved.
In order to define more general operators f we recall from the intro-
duction that K\(Rn) is a class of functions on Rn which extend to entire
functions on Cn satisfying the estimate
& f &\= sup
z # Cn
| f (z)| exp(&|z|\)<, (10)
where |z|=nj=1 |zj |. We shall identify the function f and its entire exten-
sion on Cn. The space of entire functions on Cn satisfying (10) will be
denoted K\(Cn). Likewise we let K\(4) denote the space of functions on
4/C2d, which extend to entire functions on C2d satisfying there the same
estimate (with 2d replacing n). The linear symplectic map C1 does not
preserve the space K\, but it preserves the space _<\ K_ in the sense that
it maps _<\ K_(R2d) onto _<\ K_(4). We will consider the operators
7SEMICLASSICAL WEYL QUANTISATION
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defined on the (common) domain D0/F
2
(C
d), D0=_<1 K_(Cd). In
particular e& # D0 for each &.
Lemma 1. For each f # K\(4) with 0<\<1 the formula (8) defines a
bounded linear operator f from K_(Cd) to K_$(Cd) for each _$, _ with
1>_$>max(\, _) and & f F&_$c & f &\ &F&_ with a positive constant c
depending on \, _, _$, . In particular it defines the operator f in F2(C
d) with
an invariant domain D0 .
Proof. Suppose F # K_(Cd) for some _<1. Then the integral in (8) is
absolutely convergent and defines an entire function of z # Cd. We have to
check that this function is in K_$(Cd), whenever \, _<_$<1. We find
| f F(z)|(?)&d & f &\ &F&_ |
Cd
exp( |z+ 12w|
\+|w |\)
_exp( |w+z|_) exp(&ww ) dw dw ,
and using the fact that both _ and \ are less than 1 we obtain
| f F(z)|c1 exp( |z|\+|z|_) & f &\ &F&_c2 exp(|z|_$) & f &\ &F&_ ,
for any \, _<_$<1 and for appropriate constants c1 , c2 . This proves the
lemma.
As in Lemma 1 one can extend the Wick and anti-Wick quantisations to
symbols from K\(4), \<1, and the formula (7) retains its validity. We
also need a lemma on the properties of functions belonging to the spaces
K\(Cn).
Lemma 2. (a) Suppose f # K\(Cn) has the Taylor expansion
f (z)=: # Nn f: z
:, and the sequence b: # C satisfies the estimate |b: |c |:|N
for some positive c, N. Then the function g(z)=: # Nn b: f: z
: is in K_(Cn)
for any _>\ and &g&_c\_n & f &\ .
(b) If f # K\(Cn) then for any : # Nn we have D:f # K\(Cn) and
&D:f &\R&|:| exp( |:| \ n\2R\) & f &\
for any R>0.
(c) If f # K\(Cn) then for any : # Nn and any \$>\ we have
z:f (z) # K\$(Cn) and
&z:f &\$C\\$ exp \ |:|\ ln
|:|
\ + & f &\ ,
where C\\$=supz # Cn exp(2 |z|
\&|z|\$).
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Proof. The proof of (a) is based on two well known estimates, which
we formulate in the form suited for our needs (see for instance Evgrafov
[9]). Suppose f is an entire function with Taylor series f (z)=: # Nn f:z
:.
If f # K\(Cn) then
| f: |\n
\\e
|:| +
|:|\
& f &\ (11)
for |:|>0, and | f0 |& f &\ . On the other hand, if
| f: |M \ C|:|+
|:|\
for some M, C>0 and 0<\<1, then | f (z)|cnM exp((4C\) |z|\) for
some constant cn depending only on n. To prove (a) it is enough to
use these estimates together and notice that for any c>0, _>\ there
exists a constant C>0 such that exp(cr\)<C exp(r_). To show (b) let
| f | r=sup|z|r | f (z)|. Cauchy formula gives |D:f | rR&1 | f | r+n12R for any
positive r and R and |:|=1. Therefore for arbitrary : we find
|D:f | rR&|:| | f | r+n12 |:| RR&|:| exp((r+n12 |:| R)\) & f &\
R&|:| exp(r\) exp( |:| \ n\2R\) & f &\
because \<1. This proves (b). Finally observe that
&z:f &\$C\\$ sup
z # Cn
|z| |:| exp(&|z|\) | f (z)| exp(&|z| \)
C\\$ exp \ |:|\ ln
|:|
\ + & f &\ ,
which establishes (c). The proof of the lemma is complete.
Now let PE be the orthogonal projection onto span[e& : E0(&, )E].
PE is a finite dimensional projection, but its dimension grows poly-
nomially in &1; the operators f PE are bounded. We use the notation
|
*
=infj=1, ..., d |j .
Proposition 1. Fix E>0, _>0, f # K\(4) with 0<\<1 and let
f (’, ‘)=:, ; # Nd f:, ;’
:‘; be its Taylor expansion. Then the series
:, ; # Nd f:, ;(’
:‘B)7 PE converges in norm to f PE and its sum satisfies
& f PE&c\, d, _ & f &\ exp \ 14_|
*
E+ (12)
for all 0<<_ for some constant c\, d, _ independent of .
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Note that the estimate (12) holds equally for Weyl quantisation in
L2(Rd). This estimate extends a result in [16].
Proof. The proof of (12) is based on the following estimate
&(’:‘;)7 PE&\ E|
*
+2 |:+;|+
|:+;|2
. (13)
Suppose we know (13). Then using
| f:, ; |\(2d )
\ \e
|:+;| +
|:+;|\
& f &\ ,
which is a 2d-dimensional version of (11), and ||<_ we find
:
:, ;
| f:, ; | &(’:‘;)7 PE&
\1+ :
|:+;| {0 \
(2d )\ \e
|:+;| +
|:+;|\
\ E|
*
+2 |:+;|+
|:+;|2
+ & f &\
\1+ :|:+;| {0 \
(2d )\ \e
|:+;| +
|:+;|\
(2_ |:+;| ) |:+;|2
_\1+ E2_|
*
|:+;|+
|:+;|2
+ & f &\
cd, \, _ exp \ 14_|
*
E+ & f &\ ,
with convergence for \<2. Hence the series :, ; f:, ;(’
:‘;)7 PE converges
in norm. Using (11) one can show that :, ; f:, ;’
:‘; converges in K\$(4)
for any \<\$<1, hence by Lemma 1, :, ; f:, ;(’
:‘;)7 converges strongly
on D0 to f . Thus :, ; f:, ;(’
:‘;)7 PE= f PE and (12) follows.
The proof of the estimate (13) uses the Bargmann representation. The
formula (7) and the normalisation constants of e& give
(’:‘;)7 e&= |:+;|2C(:, ;, &, ) e&+:&;
with
C(:, ;, &, )= :
#min(:, ;)
2&|#|
: ! ; !
# ! (:&#)! (;&#)!
_\(&+:&;)!(&&;+#)!+
12
\ &!(&&;+#)!+
12
.
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Here we take e&=0 if &j<0 for any j, & !(&&#)!=>dj=1 >
#j&1
sj=0 (&j&sj),
#: means that #j:j for j=1, ..., d and min(:, ;)=(min(:1 , ;1), ...,
min(:d , ;d)). Since (’:‘;)7 doesn’t ‘‘mix’’ the functions e& , but only
‘‘translates’’ them by the same :&; we see that
&(’:‘;)7 PE&= |:+;|2 sup
[&: E0(&, )E]
C(:, ;, &, ).
We find
(&+:&;)!
(&&;+#)!
 ‘
d
j=1
(&j+:j):j&#j|&+:| |:&#|,
& !
(&&;+#)!
|&| |;&#|,
and also  |&|(1|
*
) E by the condition on e& . Therefore
 |:&#|2 \(&+:&;)!(&&;+#)!+
12
 |;&#|2 \ &!(&&;+#)!+
12
\ 1|
*
E+ |:|+
12 |:+;|&|#|
.
Thus we obtain, letting M=(1|
*
) E+ |:|, that
&(’:‘;)7 PE&M |:+;|2 :
#min(:, ;)
2&|#| |#|M&|#|
: ! ; !
# ! (:&#)! (;&#)!
.
Let us now write :$=min(:, ;), ;$=max(:, ;), and observe that
:
#min(:, ;) \

2M+
|#| : ! ;!
# ! (:&#)! (;&#)!
= :
#:$ \

2M+
|#| :$! ;$!
# ! (:$&#)! (;$&#)!
 ‘
d
j=1
:
:$j
k=0 \
:$j
k+\

2M+
k
(;$j)k= ‘
d
j=1 \1+
;$j
2M+
:$j
\1+ |;$|2M +
|:$|
\1+ |:+;|2M +
|:$|
and since |:$||:+;|2 we have
&(’:‘;)7 PE&\M+ |:+;|2 +
|:+;|2
.
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Inserting in this formula the definition of M we obtain the estimate (13).
The proof of the proposition is complete.
It is shown in [7] that the commutator formula for the Weyl quantisa-
tion in F2(C
d) reads
i

[ f , g^]=\ :

j=0
 j[ f , g]( j)+
7
, (14)
where [ } , } ](0)=[ } , } ] is the Poisson bracket and [ } , } ]( j) is the Moyal
bracket, representing ‘‘quantum corrections,’’ defined as [ } , } ]( j)=0 for
j=1, 3, ... and
[ f , g]( j)=i2& j :
|:+;|= j+1
(&1) |:|
1
: ! ; !
D;, :fD:, ;g (15)
for j=0, 2, ... . In particular (i)[h 0 , f ]=[h0 , f ]7, a result of crucial
importance in the following Section. The formula (14) was proved in [7]
when both f and g are polynomials, in which case the sum is finite, with
both sides acting on polynomials. The following proposition shows that
this formula extends to functions f , g # K\(4), with both sides understood
as operators acting on D0 .
Proposition 2. Suppose f , g # K\(4), \<1. Then the series
  j[ f , g] ( j) converges in K\$(4) for any \<\$<1 and for any , and its
sum is an entire K\$(4)-valued function of  which satisfies (14) understood
as an equality of operators acting on D0 . Moreover if both f and g are also
analytic K\(4)-valued functions of  in some neighbourhood of 0 and
\<\$<1, then the series  h j[ f , g] ( j) converges to an analytic K\$(4)-
valued function of  and the convergence of the series is uniform in any
smaller neighbourhood of 0.
Observe that using this proposition and Lemma 1 we have the strong
convergence of the series   j([ f , g]( j))7 to (  j[ f , g]( j))7 on D0 .
Proof. Using Lemma 2 (b) and the inequality & fg&\$C\\$ & f &\ &g&\ ,
where C\\$ is as in Lemma 2, we find
&[ f , g]( j)&\$m(\)2 C\\$2& j :
|:+;|= j+1
1
: ! ; !
& f &\ &g&\
=m(\)2 C\\$2
d j+1
( j+1)!
& f &\ &g&\
12 JAN HERCZYN SKI
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where for \<1
m(\)= inf
R>1
sup
s1
R&s exp(s\R\)<.
Hence the series is convergent in K\$(4) for any \$>\ for all values of 
and its sum satisfies
" :

j=0
 j[ f , g] ( j)"\$2m(\)2 C\\$ & f &\ &g&\ :

j=0
|| j
d j+1
( j+1)!
2m(\)2 C\\$ exp( || d) & f &\ &g&\ .
This shows also that the sum of this series is an entire K\$(4)-valued func-
tion of . If f (), g() are analytic K\(4)-valued functions of  in ||<r,
then [ f (), g()]( j) is analytic K\$(4)-valued and
&[ f (), g()]( j)&\$m(\)2 C\\$ 2
d j+1
( j+1)!
& f ()&\ &g()&\ ,
and, moreover, sup||<r$ & f ()&\ &g()&\ for any r$<r. It follows that
the series j=0 
j[ f (), g()]( j) converges in K\$(4) and defines there an
analytic function of . This proves the last assertion of the proposition. To
show that (14) is satisfied on D0 for f , g # K\(4) we note that by Lemma
1 it holds as an equality of bounded operators on K_(4) with ranges in
K_$(4), for any _<_$<1, when applied to the dense subspace of polyno-
mials. By continuity it is true for all elements of K_(4). The proof of the
proposition is complete.
Our next results concerns the matrix elements of the Weyl quantisation
calculated in the harmonic oscillator eigenfunction basis. Let the coef-
ficients C 2nr , for r=0, ..., n be defined by: C
0
0=1, C
2n
0 =(2n&1)!!(2n)!!,
C 2nn =(3
nn !)&1 for any n1, and by
C 2nr =
1
2n+r
C 2n&2r&1 +
2n+r&1
2n+r
C 2n&2r (16)
for r=1, ..., n&1. For ; 12: we define the coefficients C
:
; to be zero when-
ever any of the components :j of : is odd and by C:;=>
d
j=1 C
:j
;j in the
opposite case. We define the differential operators with polynomial coef-
ficients in the variables A # Rd by
D(:)=2&|:| :
;(12) :
C:; A
;D:+;A , (17)
where A;=>dj=1 A
;j
j and D
#
A=(
#1A#11 ) } } } (
#dA#d1 ). For f # K
\(4) let
M0 f be the mean with respect to the angles . of the function f b (C2)&1,
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where C2 is defined in (5). This means that if f (’, ‘)=:, ; # Nd f:, ;’
:‘;,
then
(M0 f )(A)=
1
2?d |Td ( f b (C2)
&1)(A, .) d.= :
: # Nd
f:, : A:. (18)
If f # K\(4) depends only on the actions, then M0 f = f b (C2)&1. The
following lemma characterises the operator M0 .
Lemma 3. M0 is a bounded operator from K\(4) to K\$(Rd) for any
\$> 12\.
Proof. Suppose f # K\(4), f (’, ‘)=:, ; # Nd f:, ; ’
:‘;, \$> 12 \, and let
f (’, ‘)=: f:, : ’
:‘:, f0=M0 f . Then f (z, z)= f0(z2), where z2=(z21 , ..., z
2
d).
By Lemma 2 (a) for any \<\"<2\$ we have & f &\"c1 & f &\ for some
c1>0. Since any element w # Cd is of the form w=z2 for some z we find
& f0&\$= sup
z # Cd
exp(&|z2|\$) | f0(z2)| sup
z # Cd
exp(&|z| 2\$) | f (z, z)|
C(2\$) \" sup
z # Cd
exp(&|2z2|\") | f (z, z)|
C(2\$) \" sup
z, w # Cd
exp(&|(z, w)| \") | f (z, |)|
=C(2\$) \" & f &\" ,
where the constant C(2\$) \" is defined in Lemma 2. Hence the norm of M0
can be estimated by c1C(2\$) \" and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Proposition 3. Suppose f # K\(4) with 0<\<1, & # Nd. Then
( f e& , e&)= :
: # Nd
 |:|(D(:)f0)(A), (19)
where A=(&+ 12), f0=M0 f and the sum is convergent in K
\$(Rd) for all
 and for any \$> 12\.
Remark 1. The aim of this proposition is to calculate not only the
semiclassical limit of ( f e& , e&), a well known result (see Landau and
Lifschitz [18] or Bellissard and Vittot [3]), but all the quantum correc-
tions to this limit. A result of this type was first obtained by [7], we
present here a much simplified version (in particular the coefficients of
operators appearing in (19) are seen to be positive and bounded). Non-
diagonal matrix elements can also be calculated, but the formula is more
complicated. In the formula (19) the harmonic oscillator enters on both
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sides, since we calculate the matrix elements of f in the basis of h 0 and the
mean f0 is obtained in the action-angle variables of h0 . It is a very
natural and relevant question whether we can replace h0 here with
other hamiltonians. Interesting results in this direction have been
obtained by Paul and Uribe [23], without however the explicit quantum
corrections.
Remark 2. The first terms of the series are
( f e& , e&)= f0(A)+
2
4
:
d
j=1 \
1
2
2
A2j
+
1
3
Aj
3
A3j + f0(A)+ } } } .
For h0(’, ‘)=|’‘ we get (M0 h0)(A)=|A and since the higher derivatives
vanish we find, as expected, (h 0e& , e&)=|(&+ 12)=E0(&, ).
Remark 3. A proof similar to the one below yields another expression
for ( f e& , e&), conjectured in [7]:
( f e& , e&)= :
: # Nd
 |:|(D (:)f0)(A),
where A=& (note the difference!) and D (:) is defined analogously to D(:)
D (:)=2&|:| :
;(12) :
C :; A
;D:+;A ,
for any :, where C :;=>
d
j=1 C
:j
;j and the coefficients C
k
r , for 0r
Entier(n2), are defined by the recursive relation
C 2nr =
1
2n+r
C 2n&2r&1 +C
2n&2
r
and C k0=1, C
2n
n =(3
nn !)&1 and C 2n+1r =C
2n
r for r=0, ..., n. The expression
(19) is preferable because it gives a smaller number of quantum corrections
and also because the coefficients C kr are not bounded.
Proof. We first consider convergence, and will then turn to the proof of
the formula (19). Let f # K\(4) and \$> 12\. We can assume without loss
of generality that 12\<\$<
1
2 and choose \" such that
1
2\<\"<\$. By
Lemma 3 f0 # K\", with & f0&\"c1 & f &\ . It follows from (16) that the
coefficients C :; are positive and bounded by 1. Using Lemma 2 (b), (c) we
find
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&D:f0 &\$2&|:| :
;(12) :
C\$\" exp \ |;|\" log
|;|
\"+ R&|:+;|
_exp(d \"2 |:+;|\" R\") & f0&\"
2&|:| \ |:|2 +
d
C\$\" exp \ |:|2\" log
|:|
2\"+ R&|:|
_exp(d \"2(32)\" |:| \" R\") & f0&\" ,
for any : # Nd and R>1. We can choose R a function of :: R:=
exp((12\~ ) log( |:|2\")), with \~ = 12 (\"1&\"). Then \"(1+(12\~ ))=1
and \~ <\", because \"< 12 . Therefore for |:|>0 we have |:|>2\", R:>1
and
&D:f0&\$2&|:| \ |:|2 +
d
C\$\" exp(&c2 |:| log |:|+c3 |:| ) & f0 &\"
for positive constants c2= 12 ((1\~ )&(1\")) and c3 . This implies that the
series :  |:| &D (:)f0 &\$ is convergent for all  and that for any r>0
there exists a constant c4 depending on \, \$, d and r such that
&:  |:|D(:)f0 &\$c4 & f &\ for any 0<<r. Thus the right side of (19) is
a bounded functional of f # K\(4), uniformly in 0<<r. By Proposition
1 the same is true of the left side. Therefore it is enough to show (19) for
polynomial f . The result will follow if we just prove the one-dimensional
case, d=1, so we assume that f (’, ‘)=’:‘:, where : is now an integer.
In that case f0(A)=A: and we write ( f e& , e&)=:W(:, &). We have
W(0, &)=1 for any & and by (7)
( f e& , e&)=: :
:
j=0
2& j
: ! : !
j ! (:& j)! (:& j)! \z:& j
:& j
z:& j
e& , e&+
=: :
:
j=0 \
:
j+ 2& j
: !
(:& j)!
& !
(&&:+ j)!
(20)
so we obtain two expressions for W(:, &), namely
W(:, &)=2&:
d :
dx:
[x&(x+1):] } x=1=2&: :
:
j=0 \
:
j+
d :
dx:
x&+ j }x=1 , (21)
and
W(:, &)=2&:: ! :
:
j=0 \
:
j+\
&
j+ 2 j. (22)
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According to (20) we can now treat W(:, &) for a fixed integer : as a polyno-
mial of order : in the variable & # R, with the convention that &!(&& j)!=
&(&&1) } } } (&& j+1), ( &j)=(1j !)(&!(&& j)!). We write W(:, &) in the form
W(:, &)= :
:
k=0
2&kZ:k(&+
1
2)
:&k. (23)
To analyse the coefficients Z:k we will use these two identities:
W(:+1, &)=\&+12+ W(:, &)+
:2
4
W(:&1, &), (24)
W(:, &&1)=(&1): W(:, &&). (25)
(Some other identities for W(:, &) are given in [7].) We stress that here &
is a real number, not a non-negative integer, as in (19). Using (21) we find
W(:+1, &)=2&:&1
d :
dx:
[&x&(x+1):+&x&&1(x+1):
+(:+1) x&(x+1):] }x=1
=\&+12+ W(:, &)+2&:&1
d :
dx:
_[&(1&x) x&&1(x+1):+:x&(x+1):] }x=1
=\&+12+ W(:, &)+
:2
4
W(:&1, &)
+2&:&1
d :
dx:
[&(1&x) x&&1(x+1):] }x=1
+2&:&1
d :&1
dx:&1
[:&x&&1(x+1):] }x=1 , (26)
and (24) follows because the last two terms in (26) cancel out. To see (25)
observe that by (21)
W(:, &)=2&: :
:
j=0 \
:
j+ ‘
:&1
s=0
(&+ j&s),
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and thus
(&1): W(:, &&)=2&: :
:
j=0 \
:
j+ ‘
:&1
s=0
(&& j+s)
=2&: :
:
j=0 \
:
j+ ‘
:&1
s=0
(&&(:& j)+(:&1&s))
=W(:, &&1).
Having established (24) and (25) we pass now to the analysis of the coef-
ficients Z:k . From (25) we find
:
:
k=0
2&kZ:k(&&
1
2)
:&k=(&1): :
:
k=0
2&kZ:k(&&+
1
2)
:&k
= :
:
k=0
2&k(&1)k Z:k(&&
1
2)
:&k,
hence Z:k=0 for k odd. The formula (24) yields
:
:+1
k=0
2&kZ:+1k \&+12+
:+1&k
= :
:
k=0
2&kZ:k \&+12+
:+1&k
+
:2
4
:
:&1
k=0
2&kZ:&1k \&+12+
:&1&k
=Z:0 \&+12+
:+1
+ :
:+1
k=2
2&k(Z:k+:
2Z:&1k&2) \&+12+
:+1&k
+:22&:&1Z:&1:&1. (27)
Equating like powers of &+ 12 in (27) we get
Z:+12n &Z
:
2n=:
2Z:&12n&2 (28)
for 22n:, and Z:+10 =Z
:
0 , Z
:+1
:+1=:
2Z:&1:&1 . By inspection of W(0, &)
we see that Z 00=1, hence Z
:
0=1 for any :. From the formula (20) it
follows that Z:2n is a polynomial in the variable :. Indeed, (20) gives a
representation of the polynomial W(:, &) in the variable & in the basis
&!(&& j)!, j=0, 1, ..., with coefficients polynomial in :. The formula (23)
gives the representation of the same polynomial in the basis (&+ 12)
j,
j=0, 1, ..., so by linearity the coefficients are also polynomials. Note that
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the equation (28) and Z:0=1 define inductively all the polynomials Z
:
2n ,
n1, apart from the free term in each of them, which is however fixed to
be zero by (22). For n=0 the degree of this polynomial is 0 and, inductively,
we see from (28) that deg(Z:2n)=deg(Z
:+1
2n &Z
:
2n)+1=deg Z
:
2n&2+3.
Hence the degree of Z:2n is 3n. Our aim is to show that
Z:2n= :
n
r=0
C 2nr
: !
(:&2n&r)!
, (29)
where C 2nr are the coefficients given by the recurrence formula (16) (the
convention above about the meaning of : !(:&n)! applies, in particular
:!(:&n)!=0 if : is an integer lesser than n). It is clear that this will com-
plete the proof of the proposition, indeed if we insert (29) into (23) and
write out the resulting expression for ( f e& , e&), we obtain (19). For n=0
the polynomial (29) is the constant 1, it is enough therefore to check
that for n1 it satisfies (28). We insert (29) into (28) and the left side
becomes
LHS= :
n
r=0
C 2nr \ (:+1)!(:+1&2n&r)!&
: !
(:&2n&r)!+
= :
n
r=0
C 2nr (2n+r)
: !
(:+1&2n&r)!
.
Analogously we get
RHS= :
n&1
r=0
C 2n&2r
: ! :
(:+1&2n&r)!
= :
n&1
r=0
C 2n&2r \ : !(:&2n&r)!+(2n+r&1)
: !
(:+1&2n&r)!+
= :
n
r=1
C 2n&2r&1
: !
(:+1&2n&r)!
+ :
n&1
r=0
C 2n&2r (2n+r&1)
: !
(:+1&2n&r)!
.
Now equating the like polynomials in : we obtain (16) and
C 2n0 =((2n&1)2n) C
2n&2
0 , C
2n
n =(13n) C
2n&2
n&1 . Since by inspection of Z
:
0
we get C 00=1, we see that the conditions for (29) to solve the equation
(28) are exactly the defining relations for the coefficients C 2nr . This proves
(19) for polynomials f . The proof of the proposition is complete.
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2. QUANTISATION OF THE LIE ALGORITHM
In this Section we apply the results of Section 1 to the semiclassical limit
of perturbation theory for a highly non-resonant harmonic oscillator. We
first give the classical and semiclassical implementations of the Lie algo-
rithm for this quasi-integrable system and then state the results obtained
for them. Non-resonance means that we assume the diophantine condition
on the frequencies |: there exist positive constants C, } such that for any
non-zero & # Nd
||&|&1C |&|}. (30)
This condition for the unperturbed system implies that the almost
periodic motions fill densely the invariant d-dimensional tori in the classical
case and that the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian operator are simple.
The Lie algorithm applies when we consider the perturbed Hamiltonian
h= h0+=v, where = is a small parameter. Ideally we would want to find
the action-angle variables for the perturbed system. We look for a canoni-
cal change of variables denoted by /= for which k= h= b /= depends only on
the actions, which is analytic in = and such that for ==0 the transformation
is an identity. We want /= to be a non-autonomous Hamiltonian flow with
= playing the role of time, generated by some auxiliary Hamiltonian func-
tion w= . This means that if we define the operator t= acting on functions on
4 by t= f = f b /= , then it is determined by t0 being the identity and by
d
d=
t= f =t=[ f , w=]. (31)
However, by the well known Poincare theorem the perturbed system is
usually not integrable, so it does not possess action-angle variables and
such a /= does not exist. We look therefore for approximate solutions in
terms of perturbation theory, that is we try to determine transformations
for each order in =. In place of analytic functions of = we use formal power
series in =. We write down expansions in =:
t= t0+=t1+=2t2+ } } } , w= w1+=w2+=2w3+ } } } ,
k= k0+=k1+=2k2+ } } } ,
where t0 is the identity transformation, and letting lj f =[ f , wj] we obtain
from (31)
tn=
1
n
:
n
j=1
tn& j lj . (32)
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The requirement t=(h0+=v)=k= is equivalent to
h0=k0 and tnh0+tn&1v=kn
for n1, which is called the homological equation of the perturbation
theory. From the homological equation we want to determine both wn and
kn . Using (32) and writing v1=v, vn=(1n) n&1j=1 tn& j ljh0+tn&1v for
n2 we can rewrite the homological equation as
1
n
[h0 , wn]+vn=kn . (33)
The solution of (33) is obtained as follows: we expand vn , wn and kn in the
Taylor series wn(’, ‘)=:, ; (wn):, ; ’:‘;, vn(’, ‘)=:, ; (vn):, ; ’
:‘; and
kn(’, ‘)=: (kn): ’:‘:, where we used the assumption that kn depends
only on the actions. Thus
[h0 , wn]=i :
:, ;
(wn):, ; (|:&|;) ’:‘;
and the solution of the homological equation becomes
(kn):=(vn):, :
(wn):, ;=
in(vn):, ;
|(;&:)
for :{;. Clearly the resonant part of wn , namely : (wn):, : ’:‘: remains
undetermined by the homological equation, we may put it equal to zero by
convention. The diophantine condition (30) on | and Lemma 2 imply that
if vn # K\(4), then wn # K\$(4), for any \$>\. It is clear from the
homological equation (33) that this inductive construction is well defined,
because the function vn depends only on v and on the functions
w1 , ..., wn&1, constructed in previous steps. Moreover Proposition 2 implies
that if v and w1 , ..., wn&1 are in K\(4), then vn is in K\$(4) for any \$>\.
Thus if the original perturbation v is in K\(4), then the inductive solution
of consecutive homological equations is possible and we obtain the series
n=0 =
nkn , which is called the Birkhoff normal form for the quasi-
integrable system h= in complex coordinates. The usual Birkhoff normal form
mentioned in the Introduction is obtained by setting kn=M0vn=kn b (C2)&1.
We now turn to the description of the Lie algorithm in Quantum
Mechanics, following closely [7]. Assuming that v # K\(4) for some
0<\<1 we let V=v^ and consider the operator H=()=H0()+=V. We
look for unitary operators U= , U = in F2(C
d), U=U = I, for which
K= U=H=() U = is diagonal in the basis e& (this will be the exact analogue
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of the classical canonical transformation /=). This is equivalent to
[H0(), K=]=0, as the eigenvalues E0(&, ) are simple. Working as above
in the framework of formal power series in =, we will assume that U= , U =
are given as solutions of the formal differential equations
d
d=
U= &
i

U=W= ,
d
d=
U =
i

W= U = , (34)
for some operator W= , and U0=U 0=I is the identity operator. We get
U=U = I in the sense of formal power series in =. If for any operator A in
F2(C
d) we define T=A=U=AU = , then T=A satisfies
d
d=
T=A=T=
i

[A, W=],
analogously to (31). Writing down explicitly the formal series
T= T0+=T1+=2T2+ } } } , W= W1+=W2+=2W3+ } } } ,
K= K0+=K1+=2K2+ } } } ,
where T0=I and K0=H0(), and denoting (i)[ } , Wj] by Lj we obtain,
exactly as above, Tn=(1n) nj=1 Tn& j Lj for n1, and
1
n
i

[H0(), Wn]+Vn=Kn , (35)
where V1=V and Vn=(1n) n&1j=1 Tn& jLjH0()+Tn&1V for n2. We
are justified in calling (35) the homological equation of quantum perturba-
tion theory. Although U = , K= are formal power series (usually they do not
converge), we need all their terms to be well defined operators with a com-
mon invariant domain D, otherwise the repeated commutators will not
make sense. We also require that e& # D for any &. We will show below that
we are indeed able to solve (35) for all n and find the operators Wn and
Kn with an invariant domain D. We can then obtain the terms of the
series U = n=0 =
nU n from the equation (34), namely we find U n=
(in) n&1j=0 U jWn& j for n1, with an analogous expression for U= . D is
also an invariant domain for these operators. The series n=0 =
nKn is
called the operator RayleighSchro dinger series, while E=(&, )=
n=0 =
n(Kne& , e&) is the usual RayleighSchro dinger series for the pertur-
bation of the eigenvalue E0(&, ). Indeed, we find U =K=e&=H=() U = e& and,
as K= is diagonal in the basis e& ,
:

n=0
=n(Kne& , e&) :

m=0
=mU me&=(H0()+=V) :

n=0
=nU ne& ,
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in the sense of formal power series. Incidentally, note that the appearance
of 1 in the formula for U n confirms the experience that eigenfunctions
of H=() do not have, unlike its eigenelements, a good semiclassical
behaviour.
The inductive solution of (35) on a common invariant domain D0 can be
achieved with the help of Lemma 1 if we show that the operators appearing
there are quantisations of symbols from the class K\$(4), with some
0<\$<1. This is certainly true of H0() and V=V1=v^, v # K\(4).
Choose any \<\$<1 and let \1=\, \n=\$&(1n)(\$&\).
Suppose, inductively, that Wj=wjq@ , Vj=vjq@ , Kj=kjq@ with wqj , v
q
j ,
kqj # K
\j(4) for j=1, ..., n&1. Then by construction of Vn and by repeated
use of Proposition 2 we find Vn= vn@ with vn # K(\n&1+\n)2(4). We are
looking for a solution of (35) in the form Wn=wnq@ , Kn=knq@ for some func-
tions wqn , k
q
n of ’, ‘ and . The condition (i)[H0(), Kn]=0 becomes then
the condition that kqn depends only on the actions, as seen from the formula
(14) and the form of h0 . Therefore the quantum homological equation (35)
becomes
1
n
[h0 , wqn]+v
q
n=k
q
n ,
which is solved in the same way as the equation (33). By Lemma 2 and
(30) we find Wn=wqn and Kn=k
q
n with w
q
n , k
q
n # K
\n(4). Analogous induc-
tive argument shows that the functions vqn , w
q
n and k
q
n are entire K
\n-valued
even functions of  as seen from the form of the Moyal bracket (15), and
their convergent power expansions have the form
vqn=vn+ :

j=1
2jv (2j)n , k
q
n=kn+ :

j=1
2jk (2j)n ,
wqn=wn+ :

j=1
2jw (2j)n , (36)
where vn=v (0)n , kn=k
(0)
n and wn=w
(0)
n are the functions appearing in the
classical Lie algorithm. The quantum corrections may be calculated recur-
sively. In order to write down the corresponding formulae we introduce the
notation l (s, t)j f =[ f , w
(s)
j ]
(t), where [ } , } ](t) is the Moyal bracket (15).
Then we define inductively
t (2k)n =
1
n
:
n
j=1
:
r+s+t=k
t (2r)n& j l
(2s, 2t)
j , (37)
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with t (0)0 =t0 being the identity operator and t
(k)
0 =0 for any k1. This
gives Tn f =(j=0 
2jt (2j)n f )
7. Then, recursively, w (2j)n and k
(2j)
n are the
solutions of the homological equation
1
n
[h0 , w (2j)n ]+v
(2j)
n =k
(2j)
n , (38)
where v (2j)n is defined by
v (2k)n =
1
n
:
n&1
j=1
:
s+t=k
t (2s)n& j l
(2t, 0)
j h0+t
(2j)
n&1v, (39)
for n2, and v (0)1 =v, v
( j)
1 =0 for j1. Of course once again the equation
(38) is solved in the same way as the equation (33). If we assume that the
original perturbation is in K\(4) for some 0<\<1 (and is of course inde-
pendent of ), then by another inductive argument based on Proposition 2
we obtain that for any \<\$<1 and any n the functions vqn , w
q
n and k
q
n
are entire K\$(4)-valued functions of , and that the series (36) are con-
vergent in K\$(Rd). If A=(&+ 12) then by Proposition 1 (k
q
ne& , e&)=
j=0 
2j(k (2j)n e& , e&) with convergence for all , and the first assertion of
Theorem 1 is proved. The final assertion of Theorem 1 follows upon
application of Proposition 3.
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